The Big Dig Revisited
by Nancy McDonald
In our Spring 2015 issue I wrote about
digging and planting ofthousands of
rhizomes that Patty Del Negro most
generously gave to the Pickle Barrel
Collection here in Michigan’s Upper
Peninsula. We dug the irises in midJuly, 2014, and planted them during
thefollowing month. Here is an
update on that project,just over a year

flood plain. Most of our area is rich in
Pleistocene sands and gravels, to put it
mildly, but I can count on the fingers
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of one hand the number of stones or

even pebbles I’ve found in this field.
Clearly the irises like it, as they
bloomed so freely and are reproducing
like...well, like irises. In the entire
field, we lost only one iris, and that
was not from The Big Dig, but from a
commercial nursery.
Blooming season was a great joy
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later.

It started with the sweet little

MDB ‘Blue Doll’(Warburton, 1958)

for all of us involved in the

on May 26*, early in our cold climate.

project—such enthusiastic bloom, and
so many varieties new to us. Every
day was a treasure hunt for newly
opened irises for us to admire for the

Then came the aptly named SDB
‘Dear Love’(Warburton, 1962),
which bloomed for weeks. Gradually,
slowly, gathering speed as the weather
warmed, hundreds more varieties

first time ever. It was a blast! We held

‘Blue Doll’(Warburton, 1958)

opened. “And thick and fast they came at last, and
more, and more, and more,” as the poet sang (of oysters,
not irises; poetry nonetheless; Lewis Carroll, “The
Walrus and the Carpenter”).
This spring and early summer, fully half of the

one open house, by invitation only, to
amaze and delight our friends. It did.
The Real Work

After bloom season, the real work began. Each
variety began as a clump in Patty’s yard, and we planted
between one and thirty rhizomes of every kind. This
year’s goal was to get that down to

irises from The Big Dig project bloomed, to our delight
and amazement. We never expected that blooming rate
from these first-year rhizomes, pared

reasonable numbers: no more than

down to bare bones, stored for two
to four weeks in our basement, and

six good rhizomes of any one
variety. Using colored wire-andplastic utility flags, we marked the
irises due for thinning.
Many went to the HIPS
rhizome sale; others we offered for
sale online to help support our
historical society, HIPS, and of
course the garden itself We held a

bleached before planting.
Apparently they liked spending time
spread out on my basement floor last
summer.

As each variety opened, we
photographed it, not necessarily for
publication purposes, but to help
make sure that they are correctly
identified. Patty is meticulous about
identity, but in any project of this
size, it’s possible to mix up some
rhizomes. That did indeed happen,

most successful local iris sale:

tourists, it turns out, like to buy
irises, which travel well as dry
rhizomes and are charming
souvenirs. A great many of the
rarest varieties we shared among

as we found when the iris labeled
‘Wine and Roses’ bloomed as a

yellow standard dwarf bearded. But
that was an exception; nearly every

Guardian Gardeners, to be further

propagated and distributed. We dug
hundreds and hundreds of rhizomes,
shipped a hundred boxes, and

iris we’ve double-checked so far is
correct.

We planted the irises in an old
farm field owned by our friends

reduced the iris overload somewhat.

Dick and John. The soil there is an

several years to come. We didn’t
manage to thin out every variety

We will need to do the same for

interesting combination of sand and

silt. It is apparently part of a glacial ‘Fakir’s Fire’(Guild, 1980) MTB
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we’d seen in bloom, and none of
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those that hadn’t bloomed.

In the meantime, new (to us)

rhizomes began to arrive from retail

\

vendors, facilitated sales, rescues, and
donations. We potted more than 300 new
old irises. It is my policy always to pot
incoming irises—though we didn’t have
that luxury in The Big Dig project last
year—to coddle them a bit and watch for
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borers and other monsters. We wait for the

early fall rains before planting out, so we
don’t need to inigate the field after planting
the rhizomes.
Dick and John have been most

helpful. John photographed; Dick tilled.
Do n McQueen photo
Six new double rows, each fifty feet long, ‘Red Heart’(A. Brown, 1967)SDB
are going in this fall. Bless them, they
donated zinc labels for all of this year’s additions.
pushing the limits, since I have many other
Friends Jan and Judy and Diana helped dig, trim, and
responsibilities.
label. Cathy did all of that and managed the shipping as
You may all remind me of this resolution come
February, when the snow lies thick and the world is
well. I learned about the use of a scuffle hoe in keeping
down weed seedlings, and got TWO of them for my
black and white. And next summer, when yet another
rescue
is afoot, and historic treasures need homes in a
birthday. It was a good year.
hurry. That’s when I’ll weaken.
And which irises shall I eliminate to allow new

What’s Next?

ones in? Most of the moderns can go; in general, they
don’t interest me. The more common histories, safe for
now, can go, unless they Imock my socks off with their
beauty—some I must keep, no matter what. O, to find a
Guardian Gardener who loves histories from the ruffly
era, for I prefer my irises tailored.
This is, I believe, a conundrum for many of us.
How big should we let our collections get before we

Our collection now numbers some 1,500 varieties,
mostly histories. About 200 of those are noids. The

collection cannot get any larger. Henceforth, if an iris
comes in, another iris must go. Sound harsh? Perhaps it
is. Yet none of us involved are young; I turned 60 this
summer. I don’t want this collection to grow so large
that I cannot take proper care of it as I age. Already it is

draw that line? If we are not
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: careful, our irises will wind up in
exactly the same state as those we
i are rescuing, in danger because
the owner cannot care for them

i properly. We must balance that
! real-world possibility with our
; starry-eyed dreams of rescuing
everything we can. I welcome
fiPR-l suggestions.
; Many ofyon commented kindly on
Blister, oiir siipennsor during The
\ Big Dig planting. Fame has not
gone to his head, nor has he
become less vigilant. He is still
. the same friendly, talkative soul
- he was then, firmly getting
i between us and our work, so we
realize the relative importance of
petting cats. Here he is, in the
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Cathy Egerer photo

“All these irises are mine.”
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